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Abstract

Many studies were devoted to the characterization, the analysis, the detection and the mitigation of TEMPEST and soft tempest attacks. Such attacks involve a direct interaction between the information processing in an electronic device and the related spurious electromagnetic emanations. Recently, second order soft tempest has been introduced, involving an indirect interaction through internal cascading coupling effects. In this paper, a setup for investigating such threat is proposed and a proof of concept second order soft tempest attack is described.

1. Introduction

As it is well established for several decades now by the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) community, functioning electronic devices radiate energy in the form of an electromagnetic (EM) field [1]. More recently, the information security community has shown a growing interest towards the exploitation of the EM radiation of electronic devices for circumventing security policies and designing attacks [2]. Among those attacks, TEMPEST and soft tempest attacks have been investigated for several decades along with mitigations and detection strategies. More recently, second order soft tempest has been introduced. It involves the exploitation of internal cascading EM interactions of an electronic device in order to create covert communication channel. This paper focuses on the analysis of such new attacks through the design of a dedicated test bench and the implementation of different proof of concept attacks. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is dedicated to the definition of TEMPEST and an extensive literature review. Section 3 defines the concept of soft tempest. In Section 4, the second order soft tempest class of attack is defined and compared to TEMPEST and soft tempest. Section 5 describes the experimental setup and introduces the test scenarios that were performed. Conclusions and security considerations regarding second order soft tempest are proposed in Section 6.

2. TEMPEST

The class of attacks called TEMPEST is based on the exploitation of unintentional interactions between a target electronic device and a physical property of the environment while processing sensitive information. When a direct correlation between the information and the measurable variation of the physical property exists, it is possible to reconstruct the information by processing the physical measurements. Although this class of attacks also considers optical, thermal or acoustical emissions, most studies focused on the EM emissions of several technologies and signals, such as video display units (from CRT to LCD and touch screens) [2-8], keyboards (PS/2 and USB) [9,10], printers [15,16] and communication interfaces (PS/2, USB and ethernet) [11-14].

3. Soft tempest

As TEMPEST attacks are based on unintentional emissions during a legitimate operation, the same EM interactions have been exploited in a different type of scenario. Soft tempest attacks have been formalized in [17] and introduce a specific attacker model. Here, an attacker exploits the EM leakage in order to create an unidirectional covert communication channel for data exfiltration. This supposes that the target is running a malicious piece of software which will perform intentional operations specially crafted to modulate the spurious EM emanations. Such physical covert channels are usually referred to an air-gap covert channels and several studies focused on the design and the analysis of soft tempest attacks involving video signals [17,18], CPU-RAM communication [19], hard drive accesses [20] and USB communication [21]. A famous example of such phenomenon is the “TEMPEST for Elisa” proof of concept, which crafts a video stream radiating an amplitude modulated version of Beethoven’s “Für Elise” track when displayed [18].

4. Second-order soft tempest

As summarized in Table 1, TEMPEST attacks exploit directly unintentional EM leakage of legitimate operations to recover the processed information. Soft tempest attacks aim a creating a covert channel through an intentional leakage caused by a specifically crafted operation.
Table 1: Characteristics of TEMPEST, soft tempest and second order soft tempest attacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TEMPEST</th>
<th>Soft tempest</th>
<th>Second order soft tempest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>Legitimate</td>
<td>Specially crafted (malicious)</td>
<td>Specially crafted (malicious)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM radiation</td>
<td>Unintentional</td>
<td>Intentional</td>
<td>Intentional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software-EM interaction</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack impact</td>
<td>Information recovery</td>
<td>Covert channel</td>
<td>Covert channel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second-order soft tempest [22] introduces the possibility of exploiting cascading low and high emission EM interactions in the target electronic device in order to create a long range covert channel. The main process can be summarized as follows:

- An intentional (malicious) operation is performed
- Specially crafted to generate internal EM interactions
- Between low emission and high emission components
- Resulting in an indirect n-step soft tempest attack

The upconverter board has been inserted in several configurations together with different low or high emissivity electronic parts, such as graphic cards or cellular radio front ends, allowing observing and analyzing the propagation of the EM interactions of those boards. A legitimate 30 MHz QPSK signal is fed into the RF input of the upconverter. The RF output signal is then analyzed in real time with a spectrum analyzer and a software defined radio receiver. Fig.1 illustrates an observation of the RF output of the upconverter when a cellular phone in close range is sending a text message.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, second order soft tempest attacks were defined regarding classical TEMPEST and existing soft tempest attacks. In order to analyze this new class of attacks more deeply, a testing strategy has been proposed which allows for a rapid characterization of the propagation of spurious EM emanations towards a RF front-end and their impact on the transmitted output RF signal. During the presentation, the results of different test configurations will be presented and discussed. The indirect interactions and the cascading effects exploitation introduced with the concept of second order soft tempest involve a drastically different approach for both designing attacks and testing against those attacks. Indeed, in the case of a video cable originated leakage, a TEMPEST test will try to recover video signals (first order EM interactions) and other types of signals possibly radiated and originated by cascading effects may not be searched for. Furthermore, second order soft tempest attacks possibly extend significantly the range of the attacker controlled low emission leakage when a high emission component, such as a radio frequency front-end, is in the exploit chain.
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